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Abstract 
 

Sustainability in supply chains is very much important in modern 

manufacturing world where companies are prone to outsource even 

their core manufacturing and logistical operations. This paper is 

aimed to identify the most significant supply chain sustainability 

strategies in Ready Made Garments (RMG) industry in Bangladesh 

using Bayesian Belief Network (BBN). The results show that cost & 

quality, reducing child labor, compliance with law and proper working 

time are those ones. The findings will be very important for the RMG 

industry managers to run their factories sustainably and in full swing. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays a growing concern has been attributed to sustainability in 

supply chains for ensuring long term growth and successful running 

through strengthening relationship with different stakeholders’ [1], [2]. 

For ensuring high level of product variation and competing globally, 

now business organizations are highly dependent on outsourcing. Most 

of the cases, the companies do not bother even outsourcing their core 

operational and manufacturing operations. For this reason, business 

organizations are now very much suffering from sustainability issues 

and often they are not merely termed as issues but as risks which may 

cause intangible losses like reputational loss [3]. 

There has been increasing number of research in supply chain 

sustainability for its multi-dimensional good impact. However, most 

of the papers on this topic works with qualitative approach [3], [4]. 

Therefore, this paper contributes through quantitative analysis in 

sustainability research. Bayesian Belief Network has been used in this 
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paper to capture the interdependency between the sustainability related 

risks in supply chain. 

The rest of the paper is organized in following order. Section 2 presents 

the short literature review on sustainable supply chain management 

research. Bayesian Belief Network has been discussed in section 3. 

The methodology section is discussed in section 4 with sensitivity 

analysis and scenario analysis. Following those, results and 

discussions and the conclusion is presented in section 5 and 6.  

 

2. Literature Review 
Most of the works on supply chain sustainability are qualitative in 

nature. Though there have been some works on quantitative analysis 

of supply chain sustainability mostly attributed to supplier selection, 

they overlooked the interdependency of the factors. Mostly the 

quantitative analysis is in multi criteria decision making approach. 

Kannan[2] used fuzzy Delphi method, interpretive structural modeling 

(ISM) and MICMAC analysis to selecting most sustainable supplier 

among four suppliers in textile industry of India. Ravindran et. al [3] 

analyzed four suppliers and evaluated them for Mexican consumer 

goods industry considering multiple stakeholders. Kuo et. al [5] 

applied fuzzy inference system for selecting most sustainable supplier. 

These works have been so far unable to catch the interdependency and 

relationships to identify the most sensitive and important factors and 

strategies for sustainable supply chain management. Therefore, this is 

a work done for capturing the interdependencies among the 

sustainability strategies to find out the most important ones.  

First of all, the supply chain sustainability strategies are selected 

through literature search (Table 1). 

Table 1. Different sustainable supply chain strategies from literatures 

Strategies References 

Anti-pollution strategies [6], [7] 

Compliance with laws [6] 

Productive use of energy [6] 

Proper working time & environment [6]–[8] 

Reducing child labor [6]–[8] 

Management performance improvement [9], [10] 

Cost and quality [7]–[9] 

 

3. Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) 
BBN is mainly based on Bayes’ theorem on conditional probability 

which is a directed acyclic graph in which the nodes contain the 

random variables and  the edges represents causal dependencies among 

the variables[11], [12].  
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Let, an outgoing arc goes from P to Q node in Fig. 1. Here, P node is 

the parent node and Q node is the child node. The nodes having no 

parent nodes, unconditional probabilities should be specified and 

conditional probability table (CPT) should be employed to depict the 

dependencies between parent and child node. 

            

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Parent node ‘P’ and child node ‘Q’ 

 

One advantage of BBN is capable of updating when new information 

is available. Moreover, for both continuous and discrete variables, 

BBN can be applied.  

 

4. Methodology 
Two ready-made garments experts from two renowned garments 

company situated in Gazipur, Bangladesh was selected for their 

opinion to conduct the research. The two experts are working in the 

companies for more than ten years. One of them is senior supply chain 

manager and another is a quality assurance manager. They individually 

responded to a questionnaire which was e-mailed to them. Analyzing 

their individual responses, the Bayesian network in Fig. 2. was drawn 

in Netica by Norsys software corp, 2006.   

 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed BBN model 

The prior probabilities of the parent nodes and the conditional 

probabilities of the child nodes are assigned averaging two experts’ 

assigned probabilities. 

 

Sensitivity Analysis 

P Q 
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Sensitivity analysis was performed in Netica to find out the most 

significant supply chain sustainability strategies in Bangladeshi RMG 

sector: Cost & quality, Reducing child labor, Compliance with law and 

Proper working time. Variance Reduction method has been used for 

sensitivity analysis of the node SustainabilityIndex. The output of 

sensitivity analysis is presented in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Sensitivity analysis 

 

Scenario Analysis 
Scenario analysis is essential for verifying the correctness of formed 

Bayesian network. It finds out possible events according to different 

states of parent nodes. Two scenario has been considered for scenario 

analysis- high importance and low importance.  

 

Table 2. Two hypothetical scenarios for validating proposed BBN 

model 

Strategies Scenario-1 

High Importance 

Scenario- 2 

Low Importance 

Anti-pollution strategies Important Less Important 

Compliance with laws Important Less Important 

Productive use of energy Important Less Important 

Proper working time & 

environment 

Important Less Important 

Reducing child labor Important Less Important 

Cost and quality Important Less Important 

Sustainability Index 

  
 

We can see from the table that, increasing importance in the parent 

nodes increases sustainability index and vice versa. Therefore, it is 

clear that the formed Bayesian network is consistent.  
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5. Result and Discussion 
It is not a surprise that low cost and high quality of product is the most 
important strategy for sustainable supply chain in RMG sector of 

Bangladesh. This sector is suffering a lot of quality problems due to 

low literacy rate and inefficiency of the workers, high raw material 

price and lack of research and development [13]–[15]. Next comes 

reducing child labor. It is the most pressing issue for RMG sector 

which is the reason for experiencing immense international pressure. 

The third one is compliance with law. RMG factories in Bangladesh 

are not law compliant which we have noticed frequently during 

different accidents like Rana Plaza collapse in 2013 and some other 

events those severely questioned the sustainability of Bangladeshi 

RMG sector[16]. The fourth one is proper working time. This strategy 

is so much important to keep the RMG factories functional reducing 

labor unrests and production disruptions [13], [15]. 
 

6. Conclusion 
Identifying critical sustainability strategies is very important for 

success of a company. We have proposed a knowledge-based 

sustainability strategy evaluation for RMG industry. The findings of 

this research is very much significant to the managers of RMG 

industry. The managers will be able to give importance to the 

important strategies mentioned in this paper for running their factories 

successfully concentrating on sustainability aspects.  

The proposed Bayesian Network is flexible for its auto-updating 

feature. The proposed Bayesian Network can be combined with 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in future works. 
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